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[Introduction]
With cheap NGS technology, resequencing is increasingly used for genotyping, but GBS is still a good choice for large genomes. Genotyping-By-Sequencing (GBS) technology has become a useful technology in agricultural plant research with the announcement of the TASSEL-GBS pipeline in 2014. The genotyping pipelines used in GBS can be divided into two types: the reference-based method and the de novo method determining genotype without a reference genome. Many agriculturally important crops had no reference genome so the de novo method pipelines have been used for the plants. However, there were reports even genotyping result by a reference-based method based on a poor quality draft genome is better than a de novo method. In order to check whether the reports are also correct for a huge genome, we tested two GBS pipelines, GBS-SNP-CROP and Stacks, which support both GBS methods with onion.

[Materials and Methods]
To sequence GBS data, a population of 250 F2 individuals derived from a cross of 'Umjinara' x 'Sinsunhwang' was used. In this analysis, four pipelines were used. A) Stacks pipeline without the reference B) Stacks pipeline with the reference C) GBS-SNP-CROPS pipeline without the reference D) GBS-SNP-CROPS pipeline with the reference.

[Results and Discussion]
As a result, genotyping result by the reference-based method shows better result even that we used a very first draft genome as the reference genome in both pipelines. The cost of genome sequencing is getting to decrease sharply. Thus, the reference-based GBS can be the better choice in a genotyping of a huge genome plant.
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